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DeadCat

The DeadCats has been refined to be usable 
in a variety of different wind and weather 
conditions, from mild to extreme. The 
optimized combination of vegan fur and 
SchulzFoam filters out unwanted noise while 
still maintaining a natural sound.

New: FoamFlag Customized with your Logo!

Schulze-Brakel is the leading manufacturer of foam solutions for the sound industry. Over 500 standard 
shapes, a unlimited selection of colors and optimized printing processes for the perfect 
presentation of TV and Radio channels, events, companies or sport events.
Since 1949 we are serving customers with the best quality product combined with a best-in-class customer 
service and short delivery times.

ISO 9001 certified for consistently perfect sound quality.

SoftFlag

The SoftFlags are perfect for use in the field, 
studio, or stage. Our flags made from original 
SchulzFoam. They are virtually indestructib-
le, lightweight and shock resistant. 
Fits most common type and sizes and also 
available in a variety of colors.
Decoration with bright colors and high 
definition print of the latest generation.

PlasticFlag

Our PlasticFlags made out of robust, light 
plastic with SchulzFoam inserts which 
makes them fit for about every type of micro-
phone.
The available models are the prism (triangle) 
and two sizes of cubes (square).
Standard colour of white, black, blue, red and 
yellow. Printed with water resistant stickers.

Eliminates safely wind- and plop noises,
protects your microphone from dust and humidity

Avaliable for any kind of microphone

Customized with your logo

Shape, color and surface
made according to your request

Flocked surface:
Brilliant appearance and long durability of colors

Original SchulzeFoam for best-in-class sound
transparency

FLEXIBILITY QUALITY SERVICE (24/7)QUICK DELIVERYVALUE

World Leader of
Customized Windscreens


